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Abstract: Plant phenotyping plays an important role for the thorough assessment of plant traits such
as growth, development, and physiological processes with the target of achieving higher crop yields
by the proper crop management. The assessment can be done by utilizing two- and three-dimensional
image reconstructions of the inhomogeneities. The quality of the reconstructed image is required to
maintain a high accuracy and a good resolution, and it is desirable to reconstruct the images with
the lowest possible noise. In this work, an electrical impedance tomography (EIT) data acquisition
system is developed for the reconstruction and evaluation of the inhomogeneities by utilizing a non-
destructive method. A high-precision EIT system is developed by designing an electrode array sensor
using a cylindrical domain for the measurements in different planes. Different edible plant slices along
with multiple plant roots are taken in the EIT domain to assess and calibrate the system, and their
reconstructed results are evaluated by utilizing an impedance imaging technique. A non-invasive
imaging is carried out in multiple frequencies by utilizing a difference method of reconstruction. The
performance and accuracy of the EIT system are evaluated by measuring impedances between 1 and
100 kHz using a low-cost and rapid electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tool connected to the
sensor. A finite element method (FEM) modeling is utilized for image reconstruction, which is carried
out using electrical impedance and diffuse optical tomography reconstruction software (EIDORS).
The reconstruction is made successfully with the optimized results obtained using Gauss–Newton
(GN) algorithms.

Keywords: electrical impedance tomography; multifrequency; image reconstruction; plant phenotyping

1. Introduction

EIT is an imaging method that can estimate the electrical impedance distribution inside
an object. The EIT sensor system consists of an electrode array with a single or multiple
layers, and the current density is distributed inside the medium based on the stimulated
current through the electrodes [1–3]. A small current is injected into the object’s surface
through a pair of electrodes and then the impedance distribution and the corresponding
conductivity are estimated. Electrical resistivity or conductivity images of any closed
domain under test can be reconstructed using the boundary potentials [1,2]. The data
obtained by measuring all possible impedances are used to reconstruct an image, which
may provide qualitative and quantitative information.

EIT could provide a cost-effective alternative to the established imaging methods
across a wide range of applications. EIT has a high temporal resolution, but it has a poor
spatial resolution, so this technique is sensitive to noise. Although the spatial resolution
of EIT is less than magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), EIT is easy to use and its cost is
much less than the cost of MRI, which can make EIT a useful screening tool for imaging.
The spatial resolution can be improved by increasing the number of electrodes in the EIT
system and by choosing the correct drive pattern upon the selection of electrode pairs for
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current and voltage stimulation [4,5]. Due to its unique advantages, EIT has enormous
applications in biomedical imaging, plant physiology, biotechnology, nanotechnology, and
material engineering. EIT is becoming popular in research, offering exceptionally good
benefits of non-invasive, non-ionizing, fast imaging speed, and low-cost monitoring. From
the images of EIT, the physiological information of the matter can be obtained that can be
used for real-time applications [5,6].

Multifrequency EIT (MFEIT) systems give more useful information about biological
matters because the electrical voltage appearing across the matter is frequency depen-
dent [7–10]. Significant information about the matters can be obtained by injecting currents
in multiple frequencies and measuring the impedances at different electrode positions. A
good conductivity distribution of an object can be mapped in the domain under test by
measuring the electrical impedances through the multiple electrodes at various frequen-
cies. The image of an object can be reconstructed by calculating the boundary voltages
in homogeneous and inhomogeneous conditions of the domain under test and with the
help of finite element method (FEM) modeling [2,8]. In EIT, the FEM technique is used to
derive the forward model from the governing equation, which is described by Laplace’s
equation [1,2,5]. In forward solve, the boundary potentials are calculated by the injected
current and known conductivity distribution inside the EIT domain. On the other hand,
the unknown conductivity changes are calculated in the inverse solve by knowing the
differences in boundary potentials of two different media for the given stimulation current
in the domain.

A multifrequency impedance imaging technique can be utilized considering a multi-
electrode array with eight or more electrodes in a domain for obtaining the more useful
information of an inhomogeneity. The EIS method was applied in the electrode array
system, and the reconstructed images were presented in multiple frequencies by the phan-
tom experiments [11]. Therefore, EIT is a non-invasive, and non-destructive impedance
imaging technique. It is a radiation-free, rapid, and cost-effective alternative to other
laboratory-based imaging methods such as MRI, computed tomography (CT), and positron
emission tomography (PET). The estimation performance can be potentially improved
by considering a multispectral impedance imaging technique using an EIT system [7,9].
Due to its unique advantages, EIT has enormous applications in cell imaging [6], brain
imaging [12], anomaly detection [13,14], and crop root imaging [15–18], respectively.

Previously, EIT image reconstruction was made considering different algorithms in
multiple works [8,19–22]. An FPGA-based data acquisition system at 1–190 kHz was devel-
oped considering 16 electrodes for two-dimensional (2D) brain imaging by Shi et al. [12].
Two-dimensional imaging, characterization, and monitoring of oilseed plant root systems
were made at frequencies of 0.46 Hz–45 kHz considering an array of 38 electrodes by
Weigand and Kemna [15,16]. A rapid estimation of wheat plant root biomass by measuring
capacitance up to 20 kHz using a handheld LCR meter was proposed by Postic et al. [17].
The development of oilseed plant root was visualized using a data acquisition system in
three-dimensions (3D) at frequencies of 5–10 kHz considering an array of 32 electrodes
by Corona-Lopez et al. [18]. The methods of all these works required expensive instru-
mentations and most of them were found as laboratory-based and not suitable for in situ
measurements. In addition, several data acquisition systems based on EIT were developed
for industrial and medical applications and those were utilized for different previous re-
search works on clinical imaging [10], health monitoring [23], and diagnosis of human
body diseases with anomaly detection [24]. The outputs of these EIT systems were limited
to 2D imaging. Hence, a portable and high-speed multifrequency 3D EIT data acquisition
system for in situ applications in plant phenotyping is still a constant requirement.

The characterization in phenotyping refers to qualitative and quantitative descriptions
of the plant’s biological characteristics, such as morphological, physiological, and biochem-
ical. Identifying the size, shape, and structure of the roots or other bodies of the plant,
growth, and development with the event of photosynthesis, and quantifying the chemical
properties such as water and nutrients are very important in biological study of the plant
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characteristics. The root system of a plant plays an important role in photosynthesis by
which the water and nutrients are transferred to the plant stems and leaves by absorbing
from soil. The flowering plants are classified as vascular (reproduced by seeds/vegetative
parts), which contain a specialized xylem and phloem tissues for the transportation of water
and nutrients, while the non-flowering plants are classified as non-vascular (reproduced by
spores), which do not contain specialized vascular tissues for transport.

An investigation on growth, development, and biomass of the root is very important
for characterization in plant phenotyping. The investigation can be made by varying the
electrical parameters such as, capacitance, resistance, or impedance. In several experiments,
the dependency of electrical impedance on plant characteristics was found and evaluated
at different frequencies [11,15,16,18]. An imaging method was utilized to characterize the
root by measuring the electrical parameters. Previously, based on the electrical param-
eters, the root biomass was estimated by Postic et al. [17], analysis on root growth was
made by Ozier-Lafontaine et al. [25], and the root body of a plant in water was recovered
by Liao et al. [26]. The imaging of water distribution in the root zone was made in a
laboratory-scale rhizotron container in a soil media and recovered 2D information only
by Newill et al. [27]. More information on root structure, density, and distributions can
be obtained by utilizing a 3D imaging system, which is advantageous over 2D. Spectral
variations on root characteristics can be made using a 3D imaging system. The growth and
development of the root can be monitored precisely by knowing the electrical characteristics
in multiple frequencies obtained using a 3D EIT system. Presently, Weigand and Kemna
utilized a multifrequency EIT system in a laboratory for root characterization and imaging
in a water-filled rhizotron considering polarization effects and recovered 2D information
only [15,16], Corona-Lopez et al. visualized the developing root system in a compost-filled
container using multifrequency EIT and recovered some 3D information of the root at a low
frequency of 5 kHz; no information was found about the high spectral performance [18].

In addition, the changes on root characteristics during growth can be evaluated
by employing the measurements considering frequency-difference and time-difference
EIT [7,8,14,28]. Image reconstruction using difference data at two injecting frequencies
at a particular time, or the data obtained for single frequency measurements over a time
duration can be made successfully using a 3D imaging system. A new cost-effective and
high spectral range 3D EIT system along with the existing measurement methods is still a
constant requirement in the field of root study. Non-invasive imaging using 3D, monitoring
growth, and estimating biomass at the laboratory and field scale are still demanding. EIT
using a portable multiple electrode array with capability of 3D imaging seems to be a
promising method to fulfill the scope of further research on plant phenotyping.

In this work, a rapid, low-cost, and high-precision EIT data acquisition system is
developed with the target of applications in plant phenotyping for the non-destructive eval-
uation of the inhomogeneities considering a non-invasive impedance imaging technique in
multiple frequencies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design of EIT Electrode Array Sensor System

A cylindrical plastic domain of 4.5-inch diameter, 3-inch height, and 0.0625-inch
thickness was taken. An EIT electrode array of sixteen metal electrodes was designed
and the electrodes were configured in two layers (eight electrodes each) of the domain
as shown in Figure 1b. The electrodes were with one-half inch diameter, one inch per
arm length (L shaped electrodes with two arms), and 0.0625-inch thickness. The electrode
arrangement in the layers is aligned. The bottom layer consisted of eight electrodes that
were placed equally 1.25 inches apart and at a 1.25-inch top from the bottom position by
keeping 0.25-inch separation of the electrodes from the base of the domain as shown in
Figure 1a. Another eight electrodes of same size are placed similarly in another layer at a
0.75-inch top position from the bottom layer as shown in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. An electrode array sensor with (a) 8 electrodes (bottom layer) for 2D EIT, and (b) 16 elec-
trodes (top and bottom layers) designed in a cylindrical domain for 3D EIT measurements.

The size of the domain, number, and location of electrodes in a layer, and type and di-
mensions of the electrodes were optimized by conducting several experiments considering
previous research works [10,29,30]. Steel electrodes were chosen, which were found com-
paratively less expensive than the other electrodes made by highly conductive materials
such as silver, copper, or aluminium. The chosen electrodes were silver-colored electro-
plates made of zinc-plated steel material. The electrodes were found suitable with good
current carrying capability and with a good correlation between the measured impedances
and dimensions (length and diameter) of the electrodes. The electrodes were numbered
sequentially in the domain of EIT sensor system. After designing, the sensor was tested
and characterized by the injected current. The measurements were carried out considering
8 metal electrodes for 2D and 16 metal electrodes for 3D. A good conductivity distribution
was found with the optimized dimensions of the electrodes and the electrode array system
was found suitable for 3D EIT imaging by the measurements considering a planar-aligned
electrode placement configuration [30]. The electrodes were placed vertically in the same
line of the domain and found an optimal design as shown in Figure 1b. A low-cost EIT
sensor was able to be designed and the measurement method with this arrangement was
found robust in obtaining tomography of a sample with less noise and less error.

2.2. Development of EIT Data Acquisition System

An automated EIT data acquisition system is developed for the measurements con-
sidering 2D and 3D operations, as shown in Figure 2. An EIS tool EVAL-AD5933EBZ
was interfaced with Arduino Uno (ATmega328P), EIS data storage (PuTTY), and electrode
switching multiplexers (CD74HC4067). AD5933 is a high-precision impedance converter
system that combines an on-board frequency generator; it has programmable graphic user
interface with frequency sweep capability and serial I2C interface [31–33]. The EIT sensor
is connected to the EIS tool through multiplexers. Two multiplexers were connected with
EIT electrode array system for 2D or 3D operations by injecting currents and capturing
boundary voltages. The impedance of an object in the domain was measured by the current
injected through the electrodes with an automated and appropriate EIS measurement
settings using Arduino Uno programming. The measured impedances for all the electrodes
in a 2D/3D system were stored by varying frequencies and output excitations controlled by
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the EIS tool (AD5933). In addition, a 15 MHz DDS signal generator (JDS6600) was used to
obtain the current carrying capability of the electrodes. The current is injected in different
frequencies through the driving electrodes and the AC sensing voltages were measured for
different current levels by the sensing electrodes using a multimeter. The data were stored
using the acquisition systems and analyzed for EIT image reconstruction in MATLAB using
an open-source software, EIDORS [2,10,11,23].
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2.3. Calculating Conductivity

The physical relationship between the conductivity and the boundary voltages in
the domain is governed by a partial differential equation that is derived from Maxwell’s
equations. To obtain the conductivity, the EIT inverse solution is required and, hence,
the forward problem is solved at first. The boundary voltage is calculated for the given
conductivity distribution and the injected current. In this work, a complete electrode model
is used and EIT problems are solved numerically by utilizing FEM modeling.

In the EIT experiment, a small mA current is injected through an electrode array with
L = 8 or 16 electrodes at frequencies 1–100 kHz, and the boundary voltages are measured.
When current Il is injected through electrode el on the surface δΩ. and the conductivity
distribution σ is known, the electric potential V in the domain Ω can be solved from the
governing equation with the boundary conditions for the complete electrode model.

According to KCL, in the absence of independent electric charges, the summation of the
outward and inward current at any point of a closed surface inside the domain Ω is zero,

∇.
→
J = 0 (1)

According to Ohm’s law, the relation between the current density (
→
J ) and the electric

field (
→
E) is

→
J = σ

→
E (2)

With quasi-static assumption, the electric field can be written in the form of a gradient
of a scalar potential (V) as

→
E = −∇V (3)

In the continuum electrode model, there are no electrodes facing the boundary of an
object. The model assumes that the current density is a continuous function on the entire
boundary of the object. Comparing the Equations (1)–(3), the sensing field (EIT governing
equation) can be described by Laplace’s equation (derived from Maxwell’s equation) [1,2,5]
as follows:

∇.(σ∇V) = 0 in domain Ω (4)

The gap model assumes the discrete electrodes on the surface of an object, and the
shunting effect of the electrodes and contact impedance is ignored. Consider, the current is
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injected in the boundary through discrete electrodes, thus, the current density Jl is injected
through the l-th electrode is given in [1,5] by

Jl = −
→
J .n̂ = σ∇V.n̂ = σ

∂V
∂n̂

(5)

This must be satisfied in the δΩ boundary, where n̂ =
→
n
|n| is considered as the outward

unit normal vector.
The shunt model refines the gap model by taking into account the shunting effect of

the electrode. The current is injected in the boundary through the electrodes and calculated
using Neumann boundary condition [1,5] as

Il =
∫

el

σ
∂V
∂n̂

ds on el , l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L (6)

The complete electrode model is a refinement of the shunt electrode model in which
the shunting effect and contact impedance between the electrodes and the object in the
medium is taken into account. The measured voltage on electrode el is Vl , which is given
by the Dirichlet boundary condition [1,5] as

Vl = V + Zlσ
∂V
∂n̂

on el , l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L (7)

where Zl is the effective contact impedance between the electrode and the object in
the medium.

The injected current and the measured voltages are also satisfied as ∑L
l=1 Il = 0,

and ∑L
l=1 Vl = 0. The optimum conductivity distribution is calculated by the voltage

difference, ∆V = Vi −Vh, where Vh and Vi are the measured voltages in homogeneous and
inhomogeneous media. The conductivity map of the inhomogeneity in a single step can be
calculated using [1,5,12] as follows:

∆σ =
(

JTW J + λ2R
)−1

JTW∆V (8)

where J is the Jacobian, which is a determinant for the measurement of voltage sensitivity,
W is the inverse of the covariance of measurements, R is an estimation of the inverse of the
noise covariance, and λ is the hyperparameter that controls the trade-off between resolution
and noise attenuation in the reconstructed image.

2.4. FEM Modeling

EIT problems were solved numerically with the help of finite element method (FEM) mod-
eling. An EIT ‘distmesh’ model of ‘d2d4c’ with 8 electrodes using the ‘mk_common_model’
was optimized for the designed electrode array system in the 2D domain as shown in
Figure 3a. The model consisted of 2507 numbers of nodes, 4757 numbers of elements,
and 255 numbers of boundaries. On the other hand, a ‘Netgen’ cylindrical model using
‘ng_mk_cyl_models’ was optimized for modeling in the 3D domain with 16 electrodes
distributed in two layers (8 electrodes in each layer), as shown in Figure 3b. The model
consisted of 3247 numbers of nodes, 13,963 numbers of elements, and 3264 numbers of
boundaries, respectively. The effects of variations of nodes, elements, and boundary num-
bers on the reconstruction results were examined thoroughly. An optimization was made
by employing different boundary conditions and a satisfactory result was obtained using
the selected models.

The FEM modeling was carried out using EIDORS, whose operation was made with
the help of MATLAB for the reconstruction using the EIT measurements. EIS data were
stored using an open-source software PuTTY (interfaced with Arduino Uno COM3 port)
and a statistical analysis was performed. The flowchart of the EIDORS operation is pre-
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sented in Figure 4. The sensing methods were applied, and the conductivity of the inhomo-
geneous object was mapped with the following steps: (i) 2D/3D FEM model selection, (ii)
stimulation, (iii) forward solve: homogeneous and inhomogeneous data loading, and (iv)
inverse solve: reconstruction of the inhomogeneity by the conductivity calculations using
one-step Gauss–Newton (GN) algorithms such as prior NOSER, Gaussian HPF, Laplacian,
and Tikhonov regularization. The optimized controlling parameters such as the size of
the domain, the inhomogeneity position and size, the stimulation current/voltage (I/V),
the frequency (f ), and the hyperparameter value (λ) were set for the measurements and
stimulation, and the overall reconstruction performance was made accordingly.
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The common EIT inverse algorithms for FEM modeling are Gauss–Newton (GN),
Shefield back-projection (BP), and total variation (TV), respectively [10,19,34]. The GN
method is an iterative algorithm to solve nonlinear least squares problems, BP is a linear
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reconstruction algorithm, and TV is a regularization-based algorithm. Electrical impedance
imaging is a highly nonlinear and ill posed inverse problem in which a minimization
algorithm is used to obtain its approximate solution [10,19].

The objective function can be minimized by taking the difference between the experi-
mental measured data and the predicted data. If Vm is the measured voltage matrix and
Vc is the calculated voltage matrix, then the Gauss–Newton (GN) algorithm gives a least
square solution of the minimized object function s(σ) [2], which is defined as

s(σ) =
1
2
‖ (Vm −Vc) ‖ 2 =

1
2
(Vm −Vc)

T(Vm −Vc) (9)

Back-projection (BP) is capable of producing images of changes in conductivity. The
images produced by BP have some clear artifacts because of the inherent character of the
asteroid trace and the conductivity is given by

δσ =
1
L ∑L

i=1 Vm(pi)(2J(pi)− 1) (10)

where L is the number of electrodes, Vm is the measured voltage, p is the position of
electrodes, and J is the current density function.

The back-projection algorithm is known to blur image contrasts. Reconstruction using
a total variation (TV) functional helps to preserve discontinuities in reconstructed profiles,
which are smoothened by traditional reconstruction algorithms such as Newton’s algorithm.
Edge-preserving algorithms such as those using TV are more complex to implement in
addition to the high computational cost. The TV of a conductivity image is defined as

TV(θ) =
∫
|∇θ| dΩ (11)

where Ω is the region to be imaged. Since the conductivity is constant over each FEM
element, ∇θ is non-zero only on the edges between elements. For the i-th edge, shared by
the FEM elements m(i) and n(i), the jump in conductivity is:

∣∣∣(θm(i) − θn(i)

)∣∣∣. The variation
over the complete image can be found by integrating the jump over all the edges of the
mesh as

TV(θ) = ∑
i

li
∣∣∣(θm(i) − θn(i))

∣∣∣ (12)

where li is the length of i-th edge in the mesh, and the index i covers all the edges.
Several machine learning algorithms such as an artificial neural network (ANN), a least

angle regression (LARS), and an elastic net were also studied previously for EIT inverse
solution [35–37]. A classic deterministic Gauss–Newton with Laplacian regularization
method were compared with the machine learning algorithms [35]. A good reconstruction
was made using the modified ANN compared to the modified LARS and elastic net. ANN
suffers from long training and reconstruction times; LARS and elastic net seem to be less
accurate for real time data but much faster than ANN [35]. Most of the algorithms have
some limitations in obtaining 3D images, among these the Gause–Newton method was
found faster in training and computation and suitable for 3D image reconstruction with
high accuracy.

2.5. Experimental Setup and Sensor Characterization

An EIT experimental setup for the data acquisition is presented as shown in Figure 5.
The sensing methods applied to the EIT sensor were optimized and utilized based on
the requirements considering homogeneous and inhomogeneous conditions. The results
were validated, and the methods were found suitable in obtaining good reconstruction
performance. An automated and high-speed data acquisition for multiple samples such
as edible plant slices, and plant roots in the domain was possible in a short duration by
utilizing the AD5933 EIS tool. Finally, a difference method was applied for the obtained
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datasets and the reconstructed results of the inhomogeneities were obtained by varying the
stimulation current in 2D and 3D planes.
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placed at the centre of the domain and that was reconstructed using EIDORS.

Initially, the EIS sensor using AD5933 was characterized, and the functionality of the
tool was tested by measuring impedances of a carrot slice of height 1/5-inch and diameter,
D = 25.4 mm to utilize in the EIT data acquisition system. The EIS measurements of the
sample were carried out using two-pole method by varying the output excitation (Vout) and
spacing between two electrodes. A pair of electrocardiograms (ECG) electrodes connected
to AD5933 was separated by d distance and the reactance, Xc of a sample was calculated as
Xc = 1/2π f C, and sample capacitance, C = εA/d, where A is the cross-sectional area and
ε is the medium constant. The electrical impedance (Z) of a sample measured by the EIS
tool (AD5933EBZ) is related to the DFT magnitude of

√
re2 + im2 and gain factor [32,33]

as follows:
Impedance, Z(Ohm) =

1

Gain Factor×
√

re2 + im2
(13)

where the gain factor is calibrated by a known resistance of 7.5 kΩ. The gain factor varies
with the variation of output excitation and physical frequency (f ) for a given sample. Here,
re and im are the DFT real and imaginary outputs registered at different frequency codes
generated by the physical frequency, f = fclk× Frequency Code/229, where fclk is the master
clock frequency of 16.776 MHz for the internal oscillation [32].

The sample reactive (X) and resistive (R) components are calculated as X = Z sin θ.
and R = Z cos θ, where phase of the electrical impedance, θ = tan−1

(
X
R

)
, and Z is the

magnitude of the impedance. The influence of impedance magnitude in determining the
sample characteristics was found much higher than the phase. Hence, the impedance
magnitude obtained from AD5933 was taken for a different analysis of the experiments.
The sample characteristics can be determined by obtaining the impedance spectroscopy
in a wide range of frequencies. The EIS characteristics of the samples were obtained by
varying frequencies up to 100 kHz controlled by the EIS tool.

To study the EIS characteristics, the output excitation was varied from 0.4 to 2 Vpp
and the spacing between two electrodes was varied from 0.3 to 1.5 cm, as shown in Figure 6.
As a result, the impedance was decreased with the increase in excitation, on the other
hand, the impedance was increased with the increase in the separation of the electrodes.
More than a 95% correlation was found, and the impedance profile indicated a good
conductivity distribution with the optimized output excitation of 2 Vpp and 1 cm spacing
of the electrodes.
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Figure 6. EIS measurements of a carrot slice using two-electrode method (a) by varying output
excitation, and (b) the corresponding correlation. EIS measurements (c) by varying separation of the
electrodes, and (d) the corresponding correlation. A good correlation with more than 95% coefficient
was found for the measurements using 2 Vpp excitation and 1 cm spacing of the electrodes.

In this work, two approaches were taken for the measurements in homogeneous and
inhomogeneous media of the EIT domain. The EIT domain was filled with water to create
the homogeneous media. A continuous signal of 2 Vpp excitation was applied to the EIT
sensor system, and the measurements were carried out. At first, a two-pole method was
applied, and EIS measurements were carried out using an EVAL-AD5933EBZ impedance
analyzer. The impedances for different layers of electrodes in the domain were obtained for
different frequencies of 1–100 kHz. A total of 64 measurements (1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6,
1-7, and 1-8 with respect to electrode 1; 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8 with respect to
electrode 2, and so on) were taken from the eight-electrode system in one layer for 2D. In
addition, the measurements were taken in other layers of the sensor electrode array for 3D.
A constant current source of 1 mA sinusoidal current with varying frequency was found
suitable for EIT [10,11,23]. The current is injected through the electrodes of the array and
the obtained boundary voltages for a single layer of the EIT sensor are depicted in Figure 7.

In addition, a four-pole method was utilized for obtaining the reconstruction results at
multiple frequencies up to 100 kHz considering a 1 mA or above sinusoidal current. The
current was injected through the driving electrodes using a 15 MHz DDS signal generator at
different frequencies and the voltages were measured through the sensing electrodes. The
signal responses for 5 kHz and 1 mA are depicted as shown in Figure 8. In the 1st projection,
the current (I) was applied through neighboring electrodes 1-2 and five differential voltages
(V1, V2, V3, V4, and V5) were measured between 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8 electrode pairs.
In the 2nd projection, the current was injected through 2-3 electrodes and the differential
voltages (V1–V5) were collected from 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, and 8-1 electrode pairs. Thus, for
the eight current projections a total of L(L-3) = 8 × 5 = 40 voltage measurements were
taken from a L = 8 electrode EIT system. The highest current density was found in the
driving electrodes and that decreases with the distance. Hence, the voltage was low at the
opposite sensing electrodes position from the current-driven electrodes. The variation of
the voltages was observed sinusoid as shown in Figure 8a.
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Figure 7. The boundary voltages for a homogeneous media (water) at 5 kHz, and 1 mA signal
considering two-pole measurements in one layer of EIT domain.
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Figure 8. The sensing voltages for a homogeneous media (water) at 5 kHz and 1 mA signal consider-
ing four-pole measurements with (a) 1st approach, and (b) 2nd approach in one layer of EIT domain.

In another approach using the four-pole method, the current through neighboring
electrodes 1–2 and five differential voltages (V1-V5) were measured between 3-4, 3-5, 3-6,
3-7, and 3-8 electrode pairs. Next, the current was driven through 2-3 electrodes and the
voltages (V1-V5) were measured between 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, and 4-1 electrode pairs. In the
similar way 40 voltage measurements were taken for the eight electrode EIT system. The
measured voltage in the sensing electrodes was increased with the increase in distance
when moving towards clockwise, and the results are presented in Figure 8b.

The carrot sample was then placed in the EIT domain filled with water. The impedances
of the inhomogeneous media (water + carrot) were measured by the designed electrode
system in the bottom layer of the array by varying the output excitation from 0.4 to 2 Vpp
at 5, and 80 kHz, respectively. A two-pole method was applied for the measurements using
the designed multi-electrode sensor. The impedance was decreased by increasing frequency
and output excitation as well as shown in Figure 9. The effect of output excitation may
vary based on the size of the electrodes, electrodes spacing, signal frequency, and type of
the samples placed in the domain. A large oscillation with high impedance was observed
for a low output excitation of 0.4 Vpp, where the gain and DFT outputs oscillated highly
for a given frequency. The results were found stable at a 2 Vpp excitation where a good
conductivity of the sample was found, and all the experiments were made accordingly
with this high excitation. The suitability of the electrode system was found by the sensor
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characterization using AD5933. In a similar way, the other samples were taken in the
measurements. Later, the boundary potentials were calculated using forward solve and a
good reconstruction was made by the calculated conductivity.
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Figure 9. EIS measurements for an inhomogeneous media (water + carrot) in the domain consisting
of eight electrodes by varying output excitation at (a) 5 kHz, and (b) 80 kHz, respectively.

The boundary voltages were calculated for different stimulation currents by measuring
impedances in homogeneous (water) and inhomogeneous (water with sample) media, and
the difference of those was used to map the conductivity of the sample in the domain.
The voltages were normalized to obtain the conductivity of the sample. The effects of
impedances of electrodes and wires/clips were minimized accordingly, and a good to-
mographic result of the sample was obtained. The voltage distributions using two-pole
sensing method was found more stable and uniform. The measured boundary data played
an important role in obtaining tomography and using the two-pole method the impedances
of the electrodes were found very sensitive to the measurements for the taken objects in the
EIT domain.

3. Results

The designed electrode array system was tested considering multiple inhomogeneities
in the domain and the reconstruction was made in 2D and 3D planes in different experi-
ments. The dimensional and frequency dependency of different plant roots were examined
considering 3D image reconstruction.

3.1. Image Reconstruction in 2D Plane

Experiment 1: In an experiment, the impedances were measured for a carrot slice
(height, h = 1/5-inch, and diameter, D = 25.4 mm) in a cylindrical domain using an EIT
electrode array system. The impedances were varied for different frequencies of 5–100 kHz
with the output excitation of 2 Vpp. A good conductivity distribution was found, and
the image reconstruction was carried out by placing the carrot slice at different positions
(pos: centre, 1, 4, and 7) in the domain. The results were reconstructed successfully using a
‘d2d4c’ FEM model for 80 kHz and a 1 mA stimulation current considering GN: Laplace
(λ = 0.57) in the inverse model as shown in Figure 10. The maximum change of conductivity
was found higher (0.725 S/m or above) at the side wall than the centre (0.61 S/m) of the
domain because the maximum current passes through the side wall.

Further, the stimulation current was varied for a domain with a carrot slice at position
1 and the new reconstructed results were obtained as shown in Figure 11. The conductivity
was increased from 0.77 to 0.85 S/m with the increase in current from 0.5 to 2 mA for a
constant hyperparameter value of λ = 0.57. The reconstructed results were also obtained by
varying hyperparameter values of 0.97, 0.57, and 0.17, respectively, at 1 mA for a domain
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with a carrot slice at position 7 as shown in Figure 12. The conductivity was increased from
0.71 to 0.9 S/m with the decrease in the hyperparameter value.
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Figure 11. A carrot slice at (a) pos: 1, and the reconstructed images for the stimulation current of (b) 
0.5 mA, (c) 1 mA, and (d) 2 mA at 80 kHz considering GN: Laplace (λ = 0.57). The shape of the 
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respectively. 

Figure 10. A carrot slice at different positions of (a) pos: centre, (b) pos: 1, (c) pos: 4, and (d)
pos: 7 in the EIT domain. (e–h) The corresponding reconstructed images for 80 kHz, 1 mA, and
Laplace (λ = 0.57). The obtained conductivity is high at the side wall, and it is low at the centre.
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Figure 11. A carrot slice at (a) pos: 1, and the reconstructed images for the stimulation current of
(b) 0.5 mA, (c) 1 mA, and (d) 2 mA at 80 kHz considering GN: Laplace (λ = 0.57). The shape of the
inhomogeneity changes with the increase in current (a slight change is observed). The conductivity is
increased, and the obtained maximum conductivity values are 0.77, 0.79, and 0.85 S/m, respectively.
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Experiment 2: In another experiment, three different edible plant slices of carrot,
radish, and potato of a 1/3-inch height with a diameter, D = 25.4 mm of each were taken in
the EIT domain and their reconstructed results were obtained using the impedance imaging
technique in the 2D plane (using ‘d2d4c’), as shown in Figure 13. In this case, the overall
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size of all the plant slices were taken same. EIS measurements of the samples were carried
out from 5 to 100 kHz. A total of 64 measurements were taken for both homogeneous
and inhomogeneous conditions using 2 Vpp output excitation, and the difference was
taken for the reconstruction of each plant slice for 1 mA stimulation current considering
the GN: GHPF algorithm. Potato was found more conductive at a low frequency of 5 kHz
and a good conductivity distribution of carrot was found at the high frequencies. At
5 kHz, the conductivity of the samples was obtained as 0.9, 1.1, and 3.6 S/m, respectively,
considering the hyperparameter value of λ = 0.17. The sensing voltage increases with the
increase in frequency and dimension as well and more useful information can be obtained
from the sample. At 80 kHz, the conductivity of the carrot was increased to 2.8 S/m. An
improved conductivity of carrot slice was found by increasing the height from 1/5-inch
to 1/3-inch. The conductivity of the carrot was further increased to 9.1 S/m by increasing
the stimulation current from 1 to 2 mA. Thus, the frequency, dimensions, and stimulation
current played an important role in achieving a good conductivity distribution and in
obtaining clear reconstructed images.
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Figure 13. (a–c) Different edible plant slices (carrot, radish, and potato) placed in bottom layer of
electrodes of a cylindrical domain, (d–f) the corresponding reconstructed images, and (g,h) their
impedance spectroscopy results. GHPF algorithm is utilized, and potato is found more conductive
at 5 kHz, 1 mA, and 2 Vpp output excitation. In addition, the carrot sample has good conductivity
distribution at the high frequencies.

Experiment 3: Later, multi-target anomalies such as bio-, conductive-, and non-
conductive targets were considered in the designed EIT domain and simultaneous imaging
was carried out using the different measurement techniques. The boundary voltages for
multiple inhomogeneities such as metal, plastic, metal + plastic, and plastic + carrot in the
domain were calculated by measuring impedances at different frequencies up to 100 kHz. A
good reconstruction was made considering GN: GHPF with the optimized hyperparameter
values for 5 kHz and 1 mA current and the results are presented as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. (a) Metal, (b) Plastic, (c) Metal + Plastic, and (d) Plastic + Carrot inhomogeneities at the
centre of the EIT domain. The corresponding reconstructed images are presented at 5 kHz and
1 mA considering GHPF and the hyperparameter value (λ) of (e) 0.17, (f) 0.17, (g) 0.17, and (h)
0.017, respectively. The type of inhomogeneity from the mixed is identified successfully with the
optimized hyperparameter value.

The conductivity level varies depending on the position and type of inhomogeneity
in the domain, and by varying the other controlling parameters. A good reconstruction
was made using a ‘distmesh’ generator ‘d2d4c’ for a circular model. The inhomogeneities
were identified successfully in the domain and the simultaneous two-dimensional imaging
with a good accuracy was possible using the designed electrode array system. The metal
and carrot are conductive, and the plastic is resistive. The metal has a higher conductivity
than the carrot. The overall conductivity of the carrot was increased by decreasing the
hyperparameter value (λ) and a clear reconstructed image was obtained. The multiple
inhomogeneities with different electrical properties in the domain were able to distinguish
using the developed EIT system.

3.2. Image Reconstruction in 3D Plane

Experiment 1: At first, the EIS measurements for a homogenous media considering
water in a cylindrical domain was carried out at different frequencies of 5–100 kHz using
the designed multi electrode sensor system. The measurements were also carried out
for an inhomogeneous media considering water and a carrot (length: L = 3 inch, and
diameter: D = 31.75 mm) with a biomass weight of W = 54 g in the given area of the
domain. The carrot was considered as a sample of a tap root system. A total of 64 measure-
ments were taken from the eight-electrode array system in the top layer. The variation of
impedances was observed sinusoid for the measurements at different electrode positions.
The impedance was decreased by increasing the frequency for a constant output voltage
excitation of 2 Vpp and the results are presented for a homogeneous media, as shown in
Figure 15a. The impedance distribution in the top layer considering an inhomogeneous
media (water + carrot) is presented for 80 kHz and 2 Vpp excitation, as shown in Figure 15b.

In addition, the EIS measurements were taken in the top to bottom and bottom
layers of the electrode array in the domain by using an experimental set up as shown in
Figure 16. The boundary voltages were calculated with impedance data obtained from
homogeneous and inhomogeneous media of the EIT domain and those were normalized.
A 3D reconstruction of the carrot (L = 3-inch, W = 54 g) was made by calculating the
changes of conductivity from the difference of normalized voltages at an 80 kHz, 1 mA, and
2 Vpp output excitation as shown in Figure 16c. The prior NOSER algorithm performed
well compared to the other inverse algorithms for 3D imaging and considered with the
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optimized hyperparameter value of λ = 2.17. The conductivity of the carrot was obtained
considering the layers of electrodes at z = 1, and z = 0.3, respectively, with a virtual layer
at z = 0.65 in the cylindrical FEM mesh. It was found that day wise (day 1 to 3) the
biomass weight of the carrot sample was decreased from W = 54 g (L = 3 inch) to W = 34 g
(L = 2.5 inch) at room temperature (20 ◦C) and the average impedance was increased at
different frequencies, as shown in Figure 16b. The moisture level was reduced along with
the dimension of the carrot and the corresponding tomography was distorted by decreasing
the conductivity of the sample with time as shown in Figure 16d.
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Figure 15. Impedance spectroscopy for (a) homogeneous (water), and (b) inhomogeneous
(water + carrot) media in the top layer of the cylindrical domain at 2 Vpp output excitation.
Impedance is decreased in different electrodes position by increasing frequency.

Later, four different carrot samples of various biomass weights (W = 54, 88, 52, and
46 g) and dimensions (length, L = 3, 3.1, 2.75, and 2.8 inches with diameter of D = 31.75 mm
each) were taken, and the correlation was established with the measured impedances.
The layer-wise impedance distribution in a cylindrical domain was taken and the average
impedances of the full model were correlated with fresh biomass weights and lengths of
the carrots. At 5 kHz, more than an 85% correlation was found with weight and length of
the carrots, as shown in Figure 17. The average impedance was decreased with the increase
in weight and length of the carrot, and the carrot sample was found more conductive. In
addition, an improved correlation of more than a 90% coefficient (R2 = 0.822) was found
between the average impedance and biomass weight of the carrot at a high frequency of
60 kHz, where R2 is the coefficient of determination and R is the correlation coefficient. It
indicates that the biomass of the carrot is dependent on not only the dimensions of the
sample but also the frequencies of the signal.

Experiment 2: In an experiment, a potato plant was grown at room temperature as
shown in Figure 18, and the root of the plant species was taken as one of the samples for the
analysis of 3D image reconstruction using the developed EIT data acquisition system. The
root structure, dimensions, and variation of frequencies were examined on obtaining the
tomography result of the root by measuring the electrical impedances using the designed
EIT sensor system. The length of the root was measured as 10 inches when the shoot
length of the plant was 16 inches. In addition, the root system of the potato species is tap
root, which includes an old seed piece. The potato root was placed in water media of the
EIT domain for the measurements of impedances at room temperature (20 ◦C) and the
reconstruction was made using the developed EIT system as shown in Figure 19a.
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Figure 16. (a) A 3D EIT experimental setup for obtaining impedance tomography of a carrot sample
(tap root) in a cylindrical domain. (b) Average impedance profile of the sample by varying frequency
in different days (day 1 and day 3). The reconstructed images of the sample obtained in (c) day 1,
and (d) day 3 at 80 kHz, 1 mA, and 2 Vpp excitation considering GN: NOSER (λ = 2.17). The average
impedance of the carrot is decreased with the increase in frequency and the impedance is increased
at different frequencies with time. The maximum conductivity of the sample is decreased from 0.033
to 0.02 by reducing the biomass weight and dimension with time. It is found that biomass of a carrot
has dimensional dependency.

The impedances were measured for homogeneous (water) and inhomogeneous
(water + potato root) conditions by varying frequencies from 5 to 100 kHz using an EIS
tool (AD5933) connected to the EIT sensor. The impedances were measured at a 2 Vpp
excitation in different layers such as top, top to bottom, and bottom layers of the electrode
array. The average impedances obtained for the inhomogeneous media are presented in
Figure 19b and the impedances were found to decrease with the increase in frequency.
Layers-wise, the measured impedances are presented in Figure 19c. The boundary voltages
were calculated for a 1 mA stimulation current and normalized. The differences of the
voltages were utilized to calculate the changes of conductivity for the given root system in
the EIT domain, which represents the tomography. A tomography of the potato root system
was made at 80 kHz and 1 mA using the difference method by applying the one-step GN al-
gorithm: NOSER with the optimized hyperparameter value of 2.17 as shown in Figure 19d.
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A conductive behaviour of the root was found with the maximum changes of conductivity
of 0.003 for the selected electrode positions at z = 1 and 0.3 vertically (including a virtual
layer at z = 0.65) in the electrode array system. A tomography of the potato root system
was made successfully using FEM modeling.
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The impedances were measured for homogeneous (water) and inhomogeneous 
(water + potato root) conditions by varying frequencies from 5 to 100 kHz using an EIS 
tool (AD5933) connected to the EIT sensor. The impedances were measured at a 2 Vpp 
excitation in different layers such as top, top to bottom, and bottom layers of the electrode 
array. The average impedances obtained for the inhomogeneous media are presented in 
Figure 19b and the impedances were found to decrease with the increase in frequency. 
Layers-wise, the measured impedances are presented in Figure 19c. The boundary 
voltages were calculated for a 1 mA stimulation current and normalized. The differences 
of the voltages were utilized to calculate the changes of conductivity for the given root 
system in the EIT domain, which represents the tomography. A tomography of the potato 
root system was made at 80 kHz and 1 mA using the difference method by applying the 
one-step GN algorithm: NOSER with the optimized hyperparameter value of 2.17 as 
shown in Figure 19d. A conductive behaviour of the root was found with the maximum 
changes of conductivity of 0.003 for the selected electrode positions at z = 1 and 0.3 
vertically (including a virtual layer at z = 0.65) in the electrode array system. A 
tomography of the potato root system was made successfully using FEM modeling.  

Figure 17. Correlation between (a) average impedance and biomass weight, and (b) average
impedance and length of the carrot at 5 kHz. A negative correlation is found between the car-
rot size (such as weight and length) and average impedance. An improved correlation is found
between (c) average impedance and biomass weight of the sample at a high frequency of 60 kHz.
Overall, the average impedance is decreased by increasing frequency and the correlation is improved
for estimating the carrot root biomass.
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The fresh weight of the root was measured as 46 g when it was separated from the
shoot of the plant. During the measurements, the root sample did not suffer any physical
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damage and was active in operation. Later, the root was kept in the free space at room
temperature, the root was dried by removing the moisture, and day-wise the weight was
measured. The biomass weight was reduced to less than 20 g in a week, where excluding
the old seed, the actual root was found as 2 g only in dry condition. The several plants of
the same can be taken in a further experiment for modeling the measured impedances with
fresh or dry biomass weights of the roots.
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Figure 19. (a) An EIT experimental setup for the measurements of a potato root system, (b) average
measured impedances for 5–100 kHz of an inhomogeneous media (water + root), (c) layer-wise
measured impedances at 80 kHz, and (d) reconstructed potato root (tap root) using 3D EIT measure-
ments in water at 80 kHz, 2 Vpp, and 1 mA stimulation current considering GN: NOSER (λ = 2.17).
The obtained result shows a conductive behaviour of the root with maximum changes of conductivity
of 0.003.

Experiment 3: In another experiment, the root impedance of a Chinese money plant
(Pilea) species was measured by placing the sample in the designed cylindrical EIT domain
with the target of obtaining 3D reconstruction, as shown in Figure 20. The homogeneous
media was created by filling the water in the domain and the measurements were taken
without and with the root accordingly. The difference was used to calculate the root
conductivity. The impedances for two different media were measured by the electrode
layers of the domain using AD5933 from 5 to 100 kHz at room temperature (20 ◦C) and the
corresponding boundary potentials were calculated at 1 mA. The changes of conductivity
of the root were calculated by the differences of normalized boundary voltages.

The obtained tomography results are presented at 5 kHz (Vout = 2 Vpp), and 80 kHz
(Vout = 0.4 Vpp), respectively. After optimizing, good results were found with the selected
frequencies and excitations considering GN: NOSER (λ = 2.17) in the inverse model. The
maximum changes of conductivity of 0.018 was obtained at 5 kHz and 2 Vpp, as shown
in Figure 20d. The impedance with a low excitation of 0.4 Vpp was minimized by in-
creasing the frequency to 80 kHz and the maximum changes of conductivity of the root
was increased to 0.08, as shown in Figure 20e. As a result, the tomography of the root
was made successfully using FEM modeling. The conductivity was varied at different
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vertical electrode positions of z = 1, and 0.3 including a virtual layer of z = 0.65. A higher
conductivity is found at the bottom layer of the electrodes’ position where the impedance is
low because of distributed roots. It is concluded that the impedance varies by the variation
of root density and distribution of the roots, and the variations in tomography results are
obtained accordingly.
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was active in operation. Later, the EIS measurements of the Pilea root were carried out 
using two ECG electrodes connected to an EIS tool (AD5933) from 5 kHz to 100 kHz by 

Figure 20. 3D imaging of a Pilea root in a cylindrical domain using EIT measurements and considering
GN: NOSER inverse algorithm (λ = 2.17). (a) Measuring root impedance, (b) Chinese money plant
(Pilea), (c) Pilea root, and the reconstructed root images at 1 mA for (d) 5 kHz (2 Vpp), and (e) 80 kHz
(0.4 Vpp), respectively. An improved conductivity of the root was found by increasing the frequency.

The fresh weight of the root was measured as 90 g when it was separated from the
plant. During the measurements, the root sample did not suffer any physical damage and
was active in operation. Later, the EIS measurements of the Pilea root were carried out
using two ECG electrodes connected to an EIS tool (AD5933) from 5 kHz to 100 kHz by
varying the output excitation from 0.4 to 2 Vpp, as shown in Figure 21. The root impedance
was increased with the increase in electrodes separation and a good positive correlation
was found for 3 cm spacing. On the other hand, the root impedance was decreased with
the increase in frequency and the output excitation as well. A small variation of the root
impedances was found by varying the output excitation and the correlation was negative,
as shown in Figure 21b. After optimizing, a good match was found with the selected
spacing of the electrodes considering the output excitation of 2 Vpp, and more than a 94%
correlation was found at 5 kHz.

The EIS measurements of the Pilea root were taken on different days and the results
were correlated with the biomass weights. The impedances were found to increase by
decreasing the biomass of the root. The moisture level of the root was reduced with time
and, hence, the conductivity of the root was decreased. The biomass weight of the root
was reduced from 90 to 30 g in three weeks at room temperature (20 ◦C) and those were
predicted by the measured impedances. The regression analysis was performed using the
measured root biomass and impedances obtained in 20 days when it was kept at free space.
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A good correlation with R2 = 0.983 and RMSE of 3.75 was found at 5–7 kHz considering
n = 8 samples and selected features of k = 4 in the dataset, as shown in Figure 21d. A
statistical analysis was performed with the obtained data using PrimaXL Data Analysis
ToolPak [31,33]. A multiple linear regression analysis was performed for the obtained
dataset considering the least square method [31,33] with the help of Equation (14).

Ŷ = ω0 + ω1Z f 1 + ω2Z f 2 + . . . + ωkZ f k (14)

where Zf1, Zf2, . . . ., Zfk are the average impedances for k number of features of f1 to fk. The
intercept is ω0, and ω1, ω2, . . . , ωk are the coefficients.
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Figure 21. (a) EIS measurement of a Pilea root using AD5933EBZ, and (b) the corresponding correla-
tion with output excitation. (c) Day-wise the biomass of the root was decreased for different measure-
ments, and the corresponding impedance was increased. (d) A good correlation with R2 = 0.983 and
RMSE of 3.75 was obtained by the predicted model at 5–7 kHz considering 2 Vpp excitation.

A dataset suffers from the multicollinearity problem: (i) if the correlation coefficient (R)
between the explanatory variables is close to one, (ii) if there is no change in the coefficient
of determination (R2) after adding an independent variable, and (iii) if the tolerance value
(tolerance = 1 − R2) is less than 0.1 and the variance inflation factor (VIF = 1/tolerance)
is greater than 10. At first, the highly correlated features of more than a 95% correlation
coefficient were removed. Later, the Wrapper backward elimination method was applied
considering the probability of rejection of the null hypothesis p ≤ 0.05 using an individual
t-test. After few iterations, the training and validation was performed considering the
overall F-test (p ≤ 0.05) and the features (5, 5.5, 6, and 7 kHz) were selected accordingly.
Finally, a model was extracted for the estimation of biomass of a Pilea root, as shown in
Equation (15).
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BiomassPilea Root = 70.9851− 0.8384Z5kHz + 0.14795Z5.5kHz + 1.49971Z6kHz − 0.8017Z7kHz (15)

4. Discussion

The reconstruction performance using the developed EIT data acquisition system was
evaluated as follows:

Variation of inverse solvers: The reconstruction performance using 2D EIT domain was
evaluated by varying inverse solvers. Three different solvers such as Gauss–Newton (GN):
NOSER, back-projection (BP): naive, and total variance (TV) described in Equations (9)–(12)
were utilized for solving the EIT inverse problem. A comparative study among the solvers
was made using a ‘c2c2’ FEM model (nodes: 313, elements: 576, and boundary: 48). The
changes are more observable for a lower vertex density (such as c) of an FEM model. A
carrot slice (h = 1/5-inch, and D = 25.4 mm) was placed at the centre of the domain and the
impedances were measured using the designed EIT sensor for 80 kHz and 2 Vpp excitation.
The reconstruction was made at 1 mA, as shown in Figure 22. The obtained changes of
conductivity results are presented in Table 1. GN (λ = 0.17) performed well compared to
the other solvers, whereas the reconstructed image using unfiltered BP was found noisy
due to the fluctuation of amplitudes, and a lower sized image was reconstructed using TV.
Filtered BP can give linear amplitude scale with less noise. By increasing the iteration, the
reconstruction performance was found to improve for TV. Finally, GN algorithms were
chosen and utilized in different experiments to fulfill the objectives.
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Figure 22. (a) A carrot slice at the centre of the EIT domain. The corresponding reconstructed
images for different inverse solvers of (b) GN (NOSER), (c) BP (Naive), (d) TV (Iteration = 1), and
(e) TV (Iterations = 2) at 80 kHz, 1 mA, and 2 Vpp excitation. Overall, GN: NOSER performed well
considering λ = 0.17, a better shape and size of the carrot were reconstructed with less noise.

Table 1. Calculated mean and standard deviation (SD) of obtained changes of conductivity by varying
inverse solvers considering a carrot slice in the EIT domain.

GN (NOSER) BP (Naïve) TV (Iteration = 1)

Mean (S/m) 0.482597 0.374112 0.676118

SD (S/m) 0.643679 0.092603 1.065166
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Variation of FEM models: The carrot slice (h = 1/5-inch, and D = 25.4 mm) at the
centre of the EIT domain was reconstructed onto elements and nodes in the frame by
varying FEM models. The results were observable using an ‘a2c0’ (nodes: 41, elements:
64, boundary: 16) or a ‘b2c0’ (nodes: 145, elements: 256, boundary: 32) model and a
comparative study was made, as shown in Figure 23. The reconstruction onto elements
contributed to obtaining clear images. On the other hand, the reconstructed image onto
nodes was found blurred because of the lower number of calculated conductivity data than
using elements of the model as shown in Figure 23c,d. The model with a higher vertex
density (such as d) represented the finer mesh that can provide a more accurate result in
reconstruction than the coarse mesh obtained using a lower vertex density (such as a or
b). A good reconstruction of the carrot slice was observed by increasing the vertex density,
although the overall conductivity was reduced. The number of conductivity data were
increased with the increased elements of the ‘b2c0’ model. Finally, the ‘distmesh’ model
using ‘d2d4c’ (nodes: 2507, elements: 4757, boundary: 255) performed well compared to
the other FEM models and a good reconstruction was made with more confined results
using the optimized GN algorithm: GHPF (λ = 0.17). A good conductivity distribution
was found by increasing the number of elements in the frame. The obtained changes of
conductivity results are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 23. Reconstructed images of a carrot slice at the centre of an EIT domain for different FEM
models at 80 kHz, 1 mA, and 2 Vpp excitation. (a) FEM (a2c0, 8)-elements, (b) corresponding
reconstructed slices, (c) FEM (a2c0, 8)-nodes, (d) corresponding reconstructed slices, (e) FEM (b2c0,
8)-elements, (f) FEM (d2d4c, 8)-elements, and (g) corresponding reconstructed slices. A blurred
reconstructed image was observed for the reconstruction onto nodes, on the other hand, a good
reconstruction was made onto elements. A clear reconstructed image of the carrot slice with an
accurate shape was found using a ‘distmesh’ generator FEM model such as ‘d2d4c’ considering the
reconstruction onto elements. Overall, the error was decreased by increasing the number of elements.
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Table 2. Calculated mean and standard deviation (SD) of obtained changes of conductivity by varying
FEM models considering a carrot slice in the EIT domain.

FEM: a2c0
(Elements: 64)

FEM: b2c0
(Elements: 256)

FEM: d2d4c
(Elements: 4757)

Mean (S/m) 0.464563 0.253775 0.011742

SD (S/m) 0.37216 0.148718 0.024548

Variation of number of measurements in the frame: In addition, the number of mea-
surements was reduced from 64 to 40 from the dataset with the target of minimizing the
overlapping. In this case, the selected ports (3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8 electrode pairs with
respect to electrode 3; 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, and 4-1 electrode pairs with respect to electrode
4; and so on) are exactly the same as considered in the four-pole method. Finally, the
overlapping was reduced fully considering 28 measurements using the selected ports (1-2,
1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, and 1-8 electrode pairs with respect to electrode 1; 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6,
2-7, and 2-8 electrode pairs with respect to electrode 2; and so on). The shape, size, and
conductivity of the inhomogeneity obtained using the NOSER, Laplace, and Tikhonov
algorithms were affected highly for a lower number of boundary voltages data. On the
other hand, the distributed conductivity, shape, and size of the sample obtained by the
corresponding reconstructed images were not affected highly using GHPF. A comparative
study was made between NOSER and GHPF considering a metal inhomogeneity in the
EIT domain (shown in Figure 14a), and the obtained results for different measurements at
5 kHz and 1 mA are presented in Figure 24. Overall, GHPF performed well considering the
number of measurements of 64/40/28 in the frame compared to the other GN algorithm.
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Figure 24. Reconstructed images of a metal inhomogeneity at the centre of EIT domain by varying
the number of measurements of (a) 64, (b) 40, (c) 28 considering NOSER, and (d) 64, (e) 40, (f)
28 considering GHPP with λ = 0.17 at 5 kHz, 1 mA, and 2 Vpp excitation. The maximum conductivity
changes was decreased by decreasing the number of measurements and a distorted reconstructed
image was found for lower number of measurements using NOSER. The obtained maximum changes
of conductivity using GHPF are 2.78, 2.57, and 1.72 S/m, respectively, whereas the changes are very
high using NOSER.
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The designed EIT sensor system is found suitable to reconstruct and differentiate the
conductivity levels of bio-, conductive-, and non-conductive targets with less attenuation.
Single or mixed inhomogeneities in the domain and the corresponding positions can be
identified successfully considering 2D or 3D EIT and the useful information can be obtained
by measuring impedances at different frequencies. A high-speed data acquisition using
AD5933 is possible by the in situ measurements precisely up to 100 kHz. A successful
evaluation on anomaly detection is made using the designed EIT sensor system as shown
in Figure 14, which is very useful in the diagnosis of any abnormalities. The sensor system
is found repeatable, and less error is found in multiple measurements for a short duration.
The method is found robust and rapid in measurements to analyze the plant traits.

In this work, different samples of multiple plant species were taken for the investi-
gation using 2D and 3D EIT measurements. The samples of different edible plant slices
such as two carrots, one radish, and one potato species were taken for 2D operations. In
addition, a total of six root samples of different plant species such as four carrot roots (tap
roots), one potato root (tap root), and one Pilea root were taken for 3D operations. The root
systems of different plants were examined by measuring impedances using the designed
EIT sensor system in a controlled environment. The changes in dimensions of a tap root
(such as a carrot) were identified and the reconstructions were made successfully by the
calculated conductivity from the measured impedances as shown in Figure 16. The biomass
was varied with the variation of dimensions of the roots (such as carrot samples) and a
good correlation was found with the measured impedances at high frequencies as shown
in Figure 17. The root size was found highly correlated with the measured impedances of
the root samples.

The root distributions and density of the potato and Pilea roots were identified in
different layers of the electrode array as shown in Figures 19 and 20, respectively. The
root structures were reconstructed by calculating the conductivity distributed in different
layers of the electrode array. The variations in the root systems were able to be detected
with the help of 3D imaging. Finally, the biomass of a Pilea root was estimated using
EIS measurements with the help of AD5933 and a good correlation with R2 = 0.983 was
found considering eight samples in the dataset by the day-wise measurements as shown
in Figure 21. A model for root biomass estimation was predicted by selecting features
in different frequencies, as shown in Equation (15). It is evident that the tomographic
results can be utilized considering multi-electrodes measurements in different layers of the
array for monitoring root growth and biomass estimation of the roots in future. The root
growth can be monitored in hydroponics or soil media in further experiment. In addition,
more useful information of the roots can be obtained by increasing the number of layers
of electrodes.

Overall, the output excitation and frequency played an important role in reconstruction
analysis. The output of AD5933 was found stable at a 2 Vpp excitation and the samples
were found more conductive at the high frequencies. The selection of frequency and
the hyperparameter value depended on the type of inhomogeneity in the domain. The
conductivity was improved with a lower value of the hyperparameter. The designed
electrode array system has a good current carrying capability and is suitable for measuring
impedances in a large range of frequencies. The data measured using the sensor system
were found suitable for the estimation performance. The developed EIT data acquisition
system was tested by the experiments and found suitable for real-time high-precision
multifrequency measurements and monitoring in plant phenotyping.

The EIS tools such as the Agilent 4284A LCR meter in addition with Agilent34970A
digital multimeter for measuring boundary voltage/current data [1], and the QuadTech
7600 impedance analyzer for measuring bioimpedance [11] utilized in different experiments
are very expensive and heavier in weight. On the other hand, a portable, lightweight,
and low-cost EIS tool: EVAL-AD5933EBZ, is proposed in this work for developing an
automated, reliable, high-precision with good accuracy, and rapid EIT data acquisition
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system applicable for plant phenotyping. A comparative study was made with the previous
research works on the development of the EIT data acquisition system, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. A comparison of the features of proposed EIT data acquisition system with the previous
research works.

Features Zamora-Arellano et al. [23] Aris et al. [24] Singh et al. [10] Proposed EIT System

Imaging system 2D EIT
(16 electrodes)

2D EIT
(16 electrodes)

2D EIT
(16 electrodes)

2D, and 3D EIT
(16 electrodes)

Source frequency 4–80 kHz 20 kHz 1–1000 kHz 1–100 kHz

Data acquisition and
CPU Arduino Mega, Raspberry Pi4 Arduino Uno, Raspberry

Pi3 MCP3008, Raspberry Pi 2 Arduino Uno,
PC

Sample rate (kSPS) 30 (24 bit ADC) 0.86 (16 bit ADC) - (10 bit ADC) 1000 (12 bit ADC)

Multiplexers ADG1406 (4) AD506AKNZ (4) CD4067BE (1) CD74HC4067 (2)

Software for image
Reconstruction EIDORS (MATLAB) Python EIDORS (MATLAB) EIDORS (MATLAB)

Applications Health monitoring Anomaly detection Clinical imaging Plant root imaging

5. Conclusions

In this work, a multifrequency EIT data acquisition system is developed for applica-
tions in plant phenotyping with the target of evaluation and 2D/3D reconstruction of the
inhomogeneities by measuring impedances in a non-destructive manner. The developed
EIT system is portable, low-cost, and radiation-free. The reconstruction performance is
evaluated by several algorithms and a comparative study is made. The tomography results
of multiple plant roots using the EIT sensor system are obtained successfully in the 3D
plane considering the GN: NOSER algorithm. The designed electrode array sensor system
is found suitable for in situ measurements and the developed EIT system can be utilized in
the field scale for future study.
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